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Fan coils with cabinet,
to be recessed or ducted.

YARDY
A renewed
product range
New colour
The cabinet version of YARDY fan coil comes in a new
colour: white RAL 9003 with matt finish, a colour-noncolour, elegant and essential, which diffuses the light and
widens indoor spaces, in line with modern design needs.

New Air’Suite® filters
The Air'Suite ® biocide filter is a new exclusive widespectrum filtration system capable of breaking down
microbiological contamination, without installing additional
components.
Air’Suite® filters the ambient air, making it healthy and
clean, and breaks down microbiological agents, such as
bacteria, mould and viruses, reaching a new IAQ standard
(Indoor Air Quality) for indoor comfort.

New 2x4 adjustment
valves
Using 2x4 valves in 4-pipe systems allows a fan coil with
a single coil to be used, powered by separate cold and
hot circuits, in summer and winter mode. The winter mode
solution allows larger exchange surfaces and lower water
temperatures to be used, favouring the natural combination
with the multi-purpose Rhoss systems, as generators side.

YARDY | New colour for cabinet versions

YARDY COVER | Installation solutions
with formwork and wall or ceiling covering panels.
YARDY COVER allows for the recessed installation of the YARDY and YARDY-I fan coils and the
covering with aesthetic finishing panels, in matt white RAL 9003.
The wall solution includes a wall-mounted formwork and a covering panel consisting of a frame,
a grille with fixed inlet fins and an air delivery opening with an adjustable 180° flap.
The formwork is designed considering the necessary technical space for the easy installation
of the fan coil and is complete with an internal grille, which prevents access to the technical
compartment, for total safety of use.
YARDY COVER is available in 3 sizes:
WxHxD 920x790x225 mm | 1125x790x225 mm | 1325x790x225 mm
for Yardy-I EV3 fan coils models 20, 24, 30, 34, 45, 48 | Yardy EV3 models 20, 24, 25, 30, 34, 40,
45, 48 | Yardy-ID2 and Yardy-DUCT2 models 40, 48

